In high-level synthesis, optimising area, time, andpower in real-time 
Introduction and related work
A system designer crafting a DSP subsystem faces a large design space at the specification level. This search space is hierarchically structured. At the top levels, the options are related to significant distinctions ,such as the difference between DFT and FFT for Fourier transform. In contrast, the lower levels in the design space typically reflect input/output behaviour preserving and local structural changes (like rewriting a . b + a . c to a . (b + c)), which optimise the mapping from the specification to the final implementation. We believe however that exploring these lower level alternatives can be done also automatically with a data-path cost optimisation tool that is invariant to functionally equivalent structural changes in the specification. With such an approach, a system designer can concentrate on more important higher-level trade-offs.
Transformations are often used for optimisation purposes. In parallel compilers, transformations are used to exploit parallelism in flow-graphs [ 11. In high-level synthesis, transformations are mainly used to optimise throughput [2, 3] . Recently, transformations are also used in power 'This research was sponsored by the ESPRIT2260 ("SPRITE) project of the EC.
optimisation [4] , where the steering is limited to a generic global optimisation technique on a subset of the possible transformations. Also using transformations for direct area optimisation has not yet attracted much attention. Local resource utilisation optimisation has been done using transformations steered by stochastic techniques [q. Sometimes area optimisation is a secondary goal in throughput optimisation [5].
Because most transformations are well-known [6, 71, selecting a set of transformations is relatively simple. It is however extremely important to reduce the set to a minimal size to limit the search space. This requires an appropriate model. A transformation can be executed when all its preconditions are satisfied. However, doing so may enable or disable other transformations. This dependency makes finding an efficient and effective ordering both desirable and very difficult in almost all cases. Therefore, most research relies on manually selected orderings [7, 81. One way to tackle the ordering problem is by executing random moves using simulated annealing [5] . However, a stochastic method such as simulated annealing is based on the assumption that many small and independent moves can be performed very fast. But transformations are dependent, and their applicability always has to be checked prior to execution, which makes them relatively slow. The ordering problem can be tackled by formalising the preconditions and postconditions of a limited set of transformations [9] .
From this, the enabling and disabling relationships between transformations are derived, and represented in agraph. An ordering is obtained from levelling the graph. Cycles in the graph are resolved by allowing the 'most important' transformation to come first. Unfortunately, the transformations addressed in this approach are mainly loop transformations.
Area minimisation is a well-known goal also in multilevel logic optimisation [ 111, which operates at the bitlevel. We work at the word-level though, with many (user-defined) operation types. The transformations used here should therefore be defined in terms of (a large set of) operation properties and not only operation types like AND/OR/NOT. Multi-level logic optimisation could be applied to an application by expanding the word-level description application to the bit-level. But then other wordlevel tasks, such as sharing hardware, cannot be performed efficiently anymore [12] . Moreover, fast system level ex-ploration would be unfeasible due to the complexity (also due to the presence of e.g. variable multiplications).
The goal in this paper is weighted operation cost minimisation for data-paths in lowly-multiplexed and hard-wired implementations of real-time DSP applications. Doing this at an early stage in the design process will have the largest impact. The problem is formulated as the minimisation of a weighted sum of all operation costs in a signal flow-graph (SFG) by means of algebraic transformations. The transformation ordering problem is tackled as follows in a new approach. In a first step, called normalisation, the initial SFG is transformed into an SFG of maximum cost using an ascent algorithm. This is based on a, for our target class, novel model which exhibits the important property that the maximum cost SFG is the same (invariant) for all SFG's with the same input/output behaviour. In a second step, called optimisation, the maximum cost SFG is transformed into a SFG of minimum cost using a steepest descent algorithm. This approach can only work with transformations which are powerful enough to 'lookahead' over small bumps in the down-hill path, i.e. which are able to execute other (zero-or negative-gain) transformations such that the transformation itself becomes valid and yields a positive gain. The limited lookahead transformations are a subset of the elementary transformations. Their preconditions are weaker. Instead of demanding that all preconditionsare satisfied, an analysis is made to see if unsatisfied preconditions can be 'repaired' by first executing other transformations. If not, the transformation cannot be executed. If all unsatisfied preconditions can be repaired, the transformation can be executed after the other transformations have been executed. Limited lookahead transformations are composed out of other transformations, therefore they will also be referred to as composite transformations. They enable the use of a greedy search strategy with very few moves.
Before explaining our approach in detail in section 4, first the class of signal flow-graphs used in this approach are introduced in section 2, followed by a discussion on the set of currently supported transformations in section 3.
Target signal flow-graphs

Definitions
In our context, a signal flow-graph G is a tuple (V, E) where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of signals. A signal e E E is a directed hyper edge which has exactly one source node and zero or more sink nodes. Signals carry a data value from the source node to all the sink nodes. There are four node types: constant, input, operation, and output.
An operation c 3 : S x S + . S is called a binary operation on domain S. More generally, for any positive integer n, an operation 8 : S" + S, is called an n-ary operation on S. An operation 0 : S x T + . S with (cl y) H c for all (e, y) E S x T, is called aprojection from S x T onto S.
For two binary operations 8 :
If @ is both left-and right-distributive over @, then @ is said to be distributive over $.
For an SFG with n primary inputs in domain S and m primary outputs in domain S, the bit-true input/output behaviour is a function f : S" + . Sm. Transformations on an SFG are inputloutput behaviour preserving, if they do not change f.
Operations
Initially, an SFG can contain the following arithmetic operations: addition, negation, subtraction, constant and variable multiplication, upshift, downshift, and constant exponentiation. In addition, the delay operation is supported. However, cycles are not allowed in an SFG. Typically, the above operations have one or two operands, but this is not a restriction. To reduce the number and complexity of the algebraic transformations, the above operations are modelled using only three basic operations: addition (+), multiplication (x), and delay (A). The delay operation is not only used to refer to a previous value of a signal in time (known as sample delay or algorithmic delay), but also to the value of a signal in a previous iteration of a loop which is not the time loop.
Addition and multiplication are n-ary operations ( n 2 2). Delay is a projection from S x N to S. Addition and multiplication are both commutative and associative, delay is neither commutative nor associative. Multiplication is distributive over addition, and delay is right distributive over multiplication and addition.
In the initial SFG, operations which are not basic will be substituted by a combination of basic operations. An example is the substitution of a -b by a + (b x (-1)).
Substitution is an input/output behaviour preserving transformation. In addition, substitution is cost preserving, e.g. in the example the cost of the addition and multiplication is equal to the cost of the subtraction. (See section 2.4.)
Signal types and type propagation
In signal processing applications, invariant wordlengths are frequently used, e.g. the word-length of the output signal of an additionor multiplicationis equal to the word-length of the input signal(s). This may cause overflow. Applying algebraic transformations to signal flowgraphs with potential overflow means that preserving the input/output behaviour of the signal flow-graph cannot be guaranteed, and simulation is needed to check if the result is still acceptable.
To be able to guarantee input/output behaviour preservation under algebraic transformations, full precision arithmetic is needed. Full precision arithmetic requires a type propagation mechanism which propagates signal types (word-lengths) from input(s) to output(s) of a signal flowgraph. A 'classic' way of type propagation is the logarithmic method, in which the word-lengths of the input signals of an operation are used to compute the word-length of the output signal. For example, an addition with two 8 bits wide input signals will have a 9 bits wide output signal. The logarithmic method is a conservative method which prevents overflow everywhere. However, it is too conservative in that it overestimates the word-lengths of signals. In fig. l(a) , this is illustrated with an adder tree which is transformed into an adder chain using associativity. With the logarithmic method the output word-length of the chain is 11 bits, while the output word-length of the tree is 10 bits.
, ' lo< 1-2562511 8 % 9 Type propagation with (a) the logarithmic To solve this problem, a more accurate type propagation method is used, referred to as the linear method. In this method, signal types are extended with a range. A signal range is specified by an upper-and lower-bound value for that signal. The ranges of the input signals of an operation are used to compute the range of the output signal, based on the behaviour of the operation. The word-length of a signal can be derived from its range. This is illustrated in fig. l(b) . With the linear method the output word-length of the chain is equal to the output word-length of the tree. Moreover, it is minimal when overflow is to be excluded.
Cost function
The cost of an SFG is an estimate of the area of the cheapest hard-wired implementation in hardware, and is defined as the sum of the cost of each node in the SFG. The cost of a node is the cost of its cheapest implementation in hardware, and depends on its surroundings. For example, the cost of a constant multiplication is the cost of the add/sub/shift network which can perform this multiplication, whereas the cost of a variable multiplication is the cost of a multiplier. The cost of a 2-input multiplication with both inputs constant is zero. With this cost function there is no need to perform operation expansion or redundancy removal prior to cost calculation.
Besides area, also power can be expressed in the cost function in much the same way as area is expressed. The proposed minimisation technique will remain the same.
Transformations
Elementary transformations
A minimal set of elementary transformations is defined for the area minimisation problem. An important aspect of this set is that most transformations have a reverse. An example is common subexpression replication, which is the reverse of common subexpression elimination [5] . The set of transformations considered in our prototype implementation is listed below.
eliminate and replicate. Eliminate is common subexpres- eliminateDeadCode. This transformation removes any node whose signal is not used somewhere else in the SFG.
The last two transformations are only intended for redundancy cleanup and do not have a reverse. The elementary transformations are defined in terms of operation properties, such as right-distributivity, and operate on the basic operations. They are, however, not restricted to these operations. Since the delay operation is right-distributive over addition and multiplication, the collectR and distributeR transformations can be applied to it. Elementary transformations consist of three parts: (i) preconditions that have to be satisfied for the transformation to be valid on a certain subgraph, (ii) a subgraph creationlsubstitution mechanism, and (iii) a cost. The cost of a transformation is defined as the difference in cost between its target and source subgraphs. Preconditions describe a kind of pattern matching on a subgraph, which is very strict for the elementary transformations. For example, signal c in fig. 2 is not allowed to be located at the first input of operations v or w. These strict preconditions make the elementary transformations unsuitable for direct application to an SFG. However, more powerful transformations can be composed from the set of elementary transformations in a very flexible way. This in contrast to having a large library with a (virtually unlimited) variety of highly specialised transformations.
Composite transformations
Elementary transformations perform the actual SFG transformations. The effect of each individual transformation is known. For the minimisation problem it is also known which transformations have to be performed. However, due to the strict preconditions of the elementary transformations, their applicability is very low. Other 'enabling' transformations have to be executed to improve the applicability, but which transformations and in what order? This problem is solved using composite transformations which perform a 'limited lookahead' to be able to execute 'enabling' transformations only when they are needed.
Composite transformations are a subset of the elemen- fig. 3(a) . This SFG contains a negate operation, which is substituted in fig. 3(b) . When the composite coffectR transformation is evaluated for the addition in this SFG, then a number of preconditions are satisfied, such as a right-distributive operation (multiplication) at one of its inputs, and the existence of a common signal x. However, other preconditions are not satisfied: there must be a multiplication at both inputs of the addition, and the common signal must be located at the second input of the multiplications. This situation can be repaired though, by first performing a passReverse transformation to introduce the second multiplication ( fig. 3(c) ), followed by two commute transformations ( fig. 3(d) ). Now all preconditions are satisfied and the elementary coflectR transformation can be executed ( fig. 3(e) ). Finally, a compute transformation ( fig. 3(f) ) and a block transformation ( fig. 3(g) ) are executed to clean up the SFG. In this example, six elementary transformations are needed for one composite coflectR transformation.
The minimisation technique
The minimisation technique consists of four steps: (i) substitution, (ii) normalisation, (iii) optimisation, and (iv) back substitution. Substitution is explained in section 2.2. Back substitution is its reverse.
Normalisation
Normalisation serves two purposes: (i) to have a specification invariant starting point for optimisation, and (ii) to have a starting point that can lead to a good (if not the best) solution with a limited search during optimisation. This is achieved by normalising to a point in the search space which is located 'above' the global optimum so that a 'down-hill' path can be found. To obtain these properties we propose to transform the initial specification to a normalised SFG, for which: (i) every operation has a fanout of one, (ii) on any path from input to output,at most 3 different operations reside, in the order delay, multiplication, addition (multi-input operations count as one), and (iii) there are no redundancies due to reconvergent input signals. A normalised SFG has maximum cost and maximum parallelism. It is not unique, e.g. input signal ordering is not performed. But this does not affect optimisation results.
In pseudo code, normalisation is expressed as follows:
In do-cleanup(), compute, pass, and block remove redundancies in the SFG. In domerge(), operations are merged using mergeC and mergeNC. In the main loop, the desired ordering of operations is obtained by repeatedly executing distribureR, and the fanout of operations is reduced to one by repeatedly executing replicate. For normalisation it suffices to execute distributeR and replicare in random order, i.e. whenever they are valid, and independent of the cost.
Optimisation
Starting from a maximum cost SFG, optimisation has to find the minimum cost SFG. In terms of composite transformations, which are able to take small 'hills' in the search space, we believe that there is always a direct down-hill path from a maximum cost SFG to the minimum cost SFG. Intuitively, it results from the characteristic that for any three states A, B, and C in the search space connected by a path with down-hill moves between A and B and an up-hill move between B and C, and C located down-hill from A, there is also a connecting path available between A and C with only down-hill moves. Experimental results have confirmed this conjecture. Therefore, we have to traverse only the set of all down-hill paths. Unfortunately, this search space is still too large for larger examples, so we have introduced further heuristics to reduce it to a steepest descent algorithm.
Only two composite transformations can perform a (large) down-hill move: eliminate and collectR. In pseudo code, optimisation is expressed as follows:
eliminate-fire( eset( 1 ) ); } while( 'echange' ); cset = find-all-collectR-trfs();
collectR-fire( a c t ( 1 ) ); } while( 'change' ); } Sets eset and cset are sorted by cost, i.e. the transformation with the highest gain (lowest cost) is the 6rst element in the set. If this gain is positive, the corresponding transformation will be fired. The sets are obtained through an exhaustive search for all possible eliminate and collecrR transformations, respectively.
Experimental results
The minimisation technique has been applied to a wide range of examples. In Example musk is an image processing application based on 2D masking. The initial SFG of musk is shown in fig. 4 , the minimised SFG is shown in fig. 5 . Constant c3 ("010.1") in fig. 5 was generated by a multiplicativedecompositionof cl ("0.0101") and c2 ("0.1 lOOl"). Example muskp is the same as musk, except that some partial optimisations have been performed already. Example muskr is the same as musk, but with a redundancy added at the output (2 x out -out). Example muskm is the minimised result of mask. Note that the largest part of the initial and final area figures of the mask examples are accounted for by two line-buffers (23.86 mm2). For mask, in parentheses also the initial area, final area, and improvement are given when this area is not taken into account. Examples dcr8 and dct4 are discrete cosine transforms.
Example dct8i is the same as dct8, except that the constants are inputs. The initial SFG of dct8i contains 64 multiplications and 56 additions/subtractions,and the minimised SFG contains 22 multiplications and 28 additions/subtractions, which is the optimum for the given bit-true behaviour (i.e. the set of constants).
Example wdf3i is a 3'd order wave digital filter, with the constants as inputs. It is constructed from three stages of the well-known S h order wave digital filter benchmark.
The results in the second part of table 1 show that a significant reduction in area can be obtained with very few composite transformations, and in reasonable CPU time. However, due to the exhaustive nature of the search for possible eliminate and collecfR transformations,CPU times grow rapidly with an increase in number of inputs/outputs and reconverging paths.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have introduced an automated technique which minimises the operation cost (ardpower) of arithmetic operations in SFG's by means of algebraic transformations. A minimal set of elementary transformations are combined in a flexible way into composite transformations, which are used in an ascent/steepest descent search algorithm. This approach achieves optimal or close to optimal results with very few transformations. Due to normalising the SFG prior to optimisation, the technique is invariant to functionally equivalent structural changes in the initial specification. As a result, the system designer can explore and accurately evaluate more versions of a particular algorithm without being bothered with the structural implications of the more detailed (low-level) transformations. No other methods known to us can achieve this desired property for our class of SFG's and cost function.
